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Abstract
The role of database knowledge 1s usually limited to the
evaluation of data queries In this paper we argue that
when this knowledge 1s of substantial volume and complexity, there 1s genuine need to query this repository of
mformatlon Moreover, since users of the database may
not be able to dlstmgulsh between mformatlon that IS
data and mformatlon that 1sknowledge, access to knowledge and data should be provided with a smgle, coherent
instrument
We provide an informal review of various
kinds of knowledge queries, with possible syntax and semantics We then formalize a framework of knowledgerich databases, and a simple query language conslstmg
of a pair of retrieve
and describe
statements The letrieve statement 1sfor querying the data (it corresponds
to the basic retrieval statement of various knowledgerich database systems) The describe
statement 1s for
querying the knowledge Essentially, it mqunes about
the meaning of a concept under specified circumstances
We provide algorithms for evaluating sound and finite
queries, and we demonknowledge answers to describe
strate them with examples

1

Introduction

One of the most active research areas m the field of
databases 1s the enrichment of databases with Xnowledge The representation of knowledge m databases may
be regarded as the transfer of expertise from humans to
databases
Consider a standard relational database with relation
STUDENT(SNAME,GPA)
that stores the grade-point averThis work was supported
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ages of students, and assume that a student whose gradepoint average 1s above 3 7 1s defined to be an honor student To prepare a list of honor students, the user must
know this definition of honor student, and then issue a
query to list all the students whose grade-point average
IS at least 3 7 Assume now a knowledge-rich database
with an inference rule that defines HONOR-STUDENT
as a
student whose grade-point average 1s at least 3 7 Since
the definition of honor student 1s already present m the
database, the user can issue a simpler query to list the
honor students
As this example demonstrates, the prmclpal apphcatlon of knowledge m knowledge-rich databases 1s to allow users to formulate queries m terms that are closer
to then perceptions This approach 1s considered superior to the traditional approach, where users applied the
same knowledge outszde the database, to translate then
requests mto standard database queries We note that
m both approaches, the final answer consists entirely of
data Knowledge was applied to generate the answer,
but itself 1s not part of the answer
When the database knowledge 1sof substantial volume
and complexity, there 1s genuine need to direct queries
at this repository of information
In the database on students and their achievements,
consider these two English language queries “Who are
the honor students?” and “What does it take to be an
Both are natural queries, and the anhonor student?”
swers to both are mcluded m the database However,
database systems can handle the first (which applies the
knowledge to access the data), but not the second (which
addresses the knowledge directly)
For a second example, assume that STUDENT includes two more attributes NATIONALITY
and MARITALSTATUS, and consider these two English language queries
“Are all foreign students married?” and “Must all foreign students be married?”
Obviously, these are two
different queries, but the user may not be aware that to
a database system “Are they?” and “Must they?” are
of two different Lands The first may be processed by

searching for students who are foreign but not married,
returnmg “yes” lf none were found and “no” otherwise
Thus, It IS a simple “data query” To answer the second query the system should look for a possible item
of knowledge that requzres each foreign student to be
married Again, while the mformatlon 1s available, the
query cannot be formulated and the answer cannot be
retrieved
Slmllarly, consider the query “Could an honor student
be foreign?” To answer a query of the kmd “Could it?“,
the system must check whether a hypothetical item of
knowledge (e g , a foreign honor student) would contraduct the stored knowledge
As a fourth example, assume that m addition to honor
students, there 1s another category of excellence called
the Dean’s List, and consider this query “What IS the
difference between an honor student and a Dean’s hst
student?” To answer this query the system should compare the defimtlons of these two concepts, ldentlfy therr
maximal shared concept, and elucidate the difference
Other possible answers to such queries are that one concept IS subsumed by the other, or that the concepts are
unrelated
For our fifth and sixth examples, assume a database
with routing mformatlon (such as airports and flights
connecting them) and the standard recursive definition
of reachablhty This database may process requests such
as “List all points reachable from A”, or “Give the shortest path between A and B”, but not more “abstract”
queries such as “Do you know how to get from any point
to any other pomt?” or “When z 1s reachable from y,
1s It guaranteed that y IS also reachable from ~7” The
former 1s a query on the avallablhty of a defimtlon of
reachability, the latter IS a query on the characterlstlcs
of the reachability relation (1s it symmetric?) Neither 1s
answerable simply by checking the current extension of
the database
We note that often “knowledge queries” are follow-ups
to “data queries” The answer to a query may be unexpected, ralsmg questions about the meaning of a certam term (the first example) Or the answer to a query
may seem to indicate some regularity, and the user IS mtrlgued as to whether this regularity IS indeed obhgatory
or only comcldental (the second example)
As these examples demonstrate, often there 1sgenuine
need to query the database knowledge Also, users who
are not famlhar with the mternal representation of data
and knowledge may not be able to dlstmgulsh easily between data queries and knowledge queries We suggest
that this dlstmctlon IS also undesirable Therefore, we
should not only provide access to knowledge, but also
umfy the access to data and knowledge wlthm a smgle
instrument
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In this paper we describe mltlal results from our research on the definition and evaluation of knowledge
queries The work 1s done within the framework of firstorder logic, m which relational databases are extended
with definitions of inference rules Currently, the query
language includes two “twm” statements, one for expressing data queries (“retrieve the data elements that
satisfy $J”) and one for expressing knowledge queries
(“describe the data elements that satisfy $“) The data
query corresponds to the basic retrieval statement of varIOUS knowledge-nch databases Essentmlly, the knowledge query statement allows users to inquire about a
single concept
Followmg are some English language
equivalents of queries that are possible with this statement (the answers are based on the example knowledge
base described m the paper) (1) “What 1s an honor
student?” (answer “A student with GPA above 3 7”),
(2) “When are math students whose GPA are above
3 7 eligible for teaching asslstantshlp m the database
course?” (answer
“When they have completed this
course under the professor currently teaching it with final grade above 3 3, or under some other professor with
final grade 4 O”), and (3) “When are students who have
completed a course with 4 0 ehglble for teachmg asslstantshlp m this course?” (answer “When they are honor
students”)
Additional statements are necessary to express knowledge queries that inquire about a hypothetlcal posslblhty, or compare two concepts
The problem of knowledge queries 1s related to the
problem of lntenszonal answers An mtenslonal answer
1s a response to a query that uses knowledge statements
that provide an abstract description of the answer Such
answers provide addItIona meaning and insight to the
standard extensional answers
Altogether, one could conceive three types of query
answering mechanisms
(1) the standard mechanism,
that receives data queries and answers them with data,
e g, [6, 11, 10, 1, 91, (2) the “mtenslonal”
mechanism, that receives data queries and answers them with
hnowledge, or combmatlons of knowledge and data, e g ,
12, 8, 4, 7, 3, 12, 131, and (3) the “knowledge” mechanism, that receives knowledge queries and answers them
with knowledge We are unaware of any efforts m this
category (the topic of this paper)
This paper 1s organized as follows Section 2 defines
the data model, and Section 3 defines a simple query
language for data queries and knowledge queries Section 4 describes a basic algorithm for computing knowledge answers m the absence of recursion Section 5 shows
how recursive rules may lead to infinite answers, and describes a modified algorithm that guarantees fimteness
Sectlon 6 concludes with a brief summary and dlscusslon
of further research issues currently under mvestlgatlon

2

The Data

2.1

Model

inference) 1sa theorem, denoted I- 0 0 1salso said to be
logzcally der2ved from the database A theorem which 1s
fact, but not an EDB fact, 1s called an zntenszonal fact
(IDB fact) A th eorem may also mvolve a hypotheszs If
(p * cp) +- $ IS a theorem I, then p + ‘p 1s a theorem
under the hypothesis ti, denoted $ I- (p c cp) p +- cp
1s also said to be log2cally der2ved from the database and
the hypothesis 1c,
Given a rule q c pl A
A p,, the IDB predicate q 1s
, p,
said to be d2rectly dependent on the predicates pl,
(each p, 1seither an IDB or an EDB predicate) A predlcate po 1s dependent on a predicate p,, If there exist predicates pl,
, p,-1, and p,-l 1s directly dependent on p,,
for 2 = 1,
, n A rule IS recurs2ve If Its head predlcate and at least one of its body predicates are mutually
dependent (1 e , each depends on the other) A recursive rule 1s lznear, d exactly one occurrence of Its body
predicates 1smutually recursive with the head predicate
A recursive rule 1s strongly lznear If the head predicate
occurs exactly once m the body of the rule 2 A rule 1s
typed w2th respect to a gzven predrcate, If each variable
can occur only m a fixed posltlon m any occurrence of
this predicate For example, a rule that includes the occurrences p(X, Y) and p(Y, 2) IS not typed with respect
to p, and a rule that includes the occurrence q(X, X) IS
not typed with respect to q A predicate 1s recurs2ve,
if it 1s the head of at least one recursive rule We shall
assume that all recursive IDB predicates are defined by
recursive rules that are strongly linear and typed with
respect to their head predicate

Basic Definitions

We assume a data model based on first-order logic, and
our defimtlons are slmllar to those commonly used [14]
A predzcale 1s a Boolean-valued function, and an argument 1s either a variable or a constant (to dlstmgulsh
between variables and constants, the first character of
a variable name 1s always a capital letter) An atomzc
formula 1s a predicate symbol with a hst of arguments
A hteralls either an atomic formula or a negated atomic
formula A Horn clause 1s a disJunctlon of hterals with
at most one posltlve literal
Therefore, a Horn clause
has one of these two forms
1 q+-PlA
2 -(Pl A

APn
AP*)

where q and each p, are posltlve hterals A Horn clause
of the first form 1s a rule q 1s the head (or goal) of the
A p, 1s the body of the rule (each p,
rule, and pl A
IS a subgoal) Note that a rule may be without a body
( 1 e , n = 0) A rule without a body and without any
A Horn clause of the second form
variables 1s a fact
IS an zntegrzty constraznt Here, we shall consider only
Horn clauses of the first form (facts or rules) Variables
appearing only m the body of a rule may be regarded
as quantified exlstentlally wlthm the body, while other
variables are quantified universally over the entire rule
Thus, a rule wlthout a body 1s quantified umversally
Finally, a conJunctlon of positive hterals (e g , the body
of a rule) will be called a pos2tzve formula
A knowledge-rich database D consists of
l

l

l

2.2

Example

Database

As an example, consider the followmg knowledge-l&
database The EDB has eight predicates, as follows

A set P of predicates, and, for each predicate, an
associated set of stored facts Each predicate 1s defined to be true over Its set of associated facts, and
false otherwise
A set R of built-m predicates (the facts which make
these predicates true are assumed to be known, and
are treated as d they are stored)
A set S of predicates, and, for each predicate, an
associated set of rules Each predicate 1s the head
of each of its associated rules

student(Sname, Major, Gpa)
professor(Pname,
Dept, Phone)
course(Ct2tle, Unzts)
enroll(Sname, Ctztle)
teach(Pname, Ctztle)
prereq(Ctztle, Ptztle)
taught(Pname, Ctztle, Sem, Eval)
complete(Sname, Ctztle, Sem, Grade)

The sets of predicates P, R, and S are all mutually dlsJoint The first two sets will be referred to as the eztenszonal database (EDB), and the third set will be referred
to as the zntenszonal database (IDB)
The entire database (1 e , the EDB facts and the IDB
rules) 1s understood as a collection of ax2oms, and the
resolution prmclple 1sestablished as the rule ofmference
A fact or a rule Q which IS a loglcal consequence of the
database (1 e , follows from the axioms by the rule of

The predicates student, professor, course, enroll and
teach have the obvious meaning (the last two pertain to
the current semester) prereq means that course Ptztle
1sa prereqmslte to course Ctztle taught means that professor Pname taught course Ctztle m semester Sem and
received evaluation Eva1 complete means that student
‘Note that ths IS another notation for the rule p + cpA $
2Recurslve rules that are linear, but not strongly hnear, can
always be rewritten as strongly hnear rules
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Sname completed course Ctztle m semester Sem and received grade Grade In addition, the EDB includes the
followmg built-m predicates =, f, >, 1, <, 5 The
IDB has three predicates, defined as follows
honor(X)
przor(X, Y)
przor(X, Y)
can-ta(X, Y)

may be omitted, m which case the formula $ 1s assumed
to be true
Note that when p 1s an EDB predicate, testing its
satlsfiablhty 1s done by checking a stored relation However, when p 1s an IDB predicate, It 1s defined by rules
p’Q$,
2=
1,
, Ic In this case, p 1s satisfied, whenever one of formulas LY,IS satisfied Since the predicates
m 11,and m the formulas (Y, may themselves be defined
through rules, the processmg of this statement may require recursive evaluation
It 1s also possible for p to be a new predicate altogether, which IS then assumed to be defined through 4
statement finds the database
In this case the retrieve
values whose substitution for the variables of II, satisfies
4, retrieving the values of the free variables The user
can thus avoid defining a new IDB predicate
The retrieve
statement will be used to formulate data
queries It 1s reminiscent of the query statement of systems such as [6, 11, l]
Example
1: Retrieve the honor students enrolled m the
databases course This data query 1s phrased as follows

t
+
t
+

stzldent(X, Y, 2) A (2 > 3 7)
prereq(X, Y)
prereq(X, 2) A przor(Z, Y)
honor(X) A complete(X, Y, 2, U) A
(U > 3 3) A taught(V, Y, Z, W) A
teuch( V, Y)
cunAu(X, Y) c honor(X) A complete(X, Y, Z, 4 0)

The predicate honor 1s defined as students with gradepoint average over 3 7 The predicate przor 1s defined
as the transitive closure of prereq The predicate can-tu
defines the students who can be teaching assistants for a
course, as honor students that had taken the course prevlously from the professor currently teaching this course
with final grade over 3 3, as well as honor students and
who had completed the course with the final grade 4 0
przor
1s the only recursive predicate, its second rule 1s
a recursive rule, which 1s strongly linear and typed with
respect to przor

3

The Query

retrieve
where

Language

Data

retrieve
where

Queries

answer(X)
can&(X, databases) and
student(X, math, V) and (V > 3 7)

Note that answer IS not a known predicate

In most knowledge-rich database systems the language
used to express knowledge statements 1s essentially the
query language as well, and a query 1s a set of rules that
defines the derived predicate that should be computed
and printed
A query may also be a predicate symbol
with a list of arguments, m which case the defimtlon of
this predicate should be avadable to the system
Consider this query statement
retrieve
where

databases)

Example
2: Retrieve the math students whose GPA are
above 3 7 and who are eligible for teaching assistantship
m the databases course This data query 1s phrased as
follows

The data model defined above 1s complemented with a
query language The simple query language we describe
includes two “twin” statements one for expresang data
queries, and one for expressing knowledge queries

3.1

honor(X)
enroll(X,

3.2

Knowledge

Queries

As pointed out earlier, a data query apphes the knowledge (I e , the rules) to generate the answer, but knowledge itself 1s not part of the answer Consider now this
query statement
descrlbep
where

p
$

1c,

where the subject p 1s an atomic formula with an IDB
predicate and the qualifier 1c,1s as before
This statement finds theorems p t cp, where ‘p 1s a
positive formula, that are logically derived under the hypothesis 1c, Note that at this point we are only concerned
with the soundness of the answer Thus, an answer 1s
any set of such theorems p + ‘p In the followmg sections we shall place additional restrictions on knowledge

where p 1s an atomic formula (the sublect of the query),
and $J 1s a posltlve formula (the qualz$er of the query)
1c,may not have an atomic formula of the kmd X = Y
The variables that appear m p are assumed to be free,
all other variables are quantified exlstentlally
This statement finds the database values whose substltutlon for the variables of p and $ satisfies pA $, retnevmg the values of the free variables The wllele clause
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4

answers and describe methods for computmg these more
restricted answers
The where clause may be omitted, m which case,
since there 1s no hypothesis, this statement retrieves the
theorems p c cp that are loglcally derived, m partlcular, every rule whose head predicate 1s p (after proper
ldentlficatlon of the head of the rule with p)
statement will be used to formulate
The describe
knowledge queries
Example
3: When 1s a math student whose GPA
1s above 3 7 eligible for teaching asslstantshlp m the
databases course? This knowledge query 1s phrased as
follows
describe
where

can-tu(X,

can&(X,
databases)
stzldent(X,
math, V) and (V > 3 7)

databases) + complete(X, databases, 2, U) A
(U > 3 3) A tuught(V, Y, 2, W)
A teuch( V, Y)
databases) + complete(X, databases, Z,4 0)

The student must have completed the course under the
professor currently teachmg it with final grade over 3 3,
or the student must have completed the course with
grade 4 0
Example
4 What does It take to be an honor student?
This knowledge query requires no where clause
describe

honor(X)

Clearly, the defimtlon of honor 1s a theorem that can be
logically denved, and would be included m the answer
honor(X)

+ student(X,

Knowledge
Anthe Non-Recursive

In this section we describe a basic algorithm that computes sound answers to knowledge queries, m the case
that the subject predicate IS not recursive, and does not
depend on a recursive predicate
Essentially,
the algorithm
constructs
“derivation
trees” for the subJect formula
In each such tree, it
identifies leaf formulas that correspond to formulas of
the hypothesis It then generates one answer from each
tree the head 1s the subject predicate and the body
1s a conJunction of the leaf formulas that have not been
identified All subtrees wlthout hypothesis leaves are cut
off below their subtree roots This ensures that answers
use the most general concepts possible One exceptlon
1s when the entlre tree mcludes no hypothesis leaves In
this case it constructs a derlvatlon tree of one level This
contributes a rule that corresponds to an IDB rule
Algorithm
1 Compute knowledge answers m the nonrecursive case
, T,, a query with subject p,
Input
IDB with rules ~1,
which IS not recursive and does not depend on a recursive
A A,
predicate, and qualifier (hypothesis) 1c,= hl A
c
cp
that
are
logically
derived
OutputA set of rules p
under the hypothesis $
Figure 1 shows the algorithm m flowchart form This
algorithm constructs trees of (atomic) formulas q designates the current (atomic) formula of the tree, z designates the current (atormc) formula of the hypothesis
m), and T designates the current rule under
(2 = 1,
, n) A single flag 1s used to
conslderat;on (r = 1,
indicate whether the rule apphed at the root has so far
been productive For each formula q we shall assume two
variables called hyp(q) and rule(q) m which the current
values of z and r can be saved chzld(q) and parent(q)
refer to a child formula of q (the child of a leaf 1s nzl)
and to the parent formula of q (the parent of p IS ml),
respectively prev(q) and next(q) refer to the previous
and next formulas, m the depth-first traversal of the tree
Fmally, head(r) and body(r) refer to the head and body,
respectively, of a rule r
Imtlally (box l), q 1s set ta, p, z and T are set to 0,
and the flag 1s unset First (boxes 2-4), we attempt
to identify q with one of the formulas of the hypothesis
For a given formula h,, we attempt to find a substltutlon
function that will ldentlfy It with q If this substltutlon
1s possible (5), then it 1s apphed to every formulaof the
tree Ef q cannot be ldentlfied with any of the formulas
of the hypothesis (8), we attempt to find a rule and a
substltutlon function that will ldentlfy the head of the

The followmg two theorems can be logically derived under the given hypothesis, and would be included m the
answer
cunh(X,

Computing
swers in
Case

Y, 2) A (X > 3 7)

The student must have GPA over 3 7
Note that the retrieve
statement for querymg data
and the describe
statement for querymg hnowledge
have smular syntax, differing only m their mltlal beyword Thus, pairs of questions such as “Retrieve the
honor students” and “Describe the honor students” are
expressed ldentlcally, except for the mltlal keyword
Finally, an answer to a knowledge query 1sfree of redundanczeslf none of its formulas 1sa loglcal consequence
of any of its other formulas An answer to a hnowledge
query 1s complete d no other sound and nonredundant
formula exists
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16

delete every chrld(q),
I

formula of

1

body@)
V

generate one answer,
fig
-1.
14
undo R to every node

Figure

1 Computmg

knowledge answers m the non-recursive case

rule with q If such rule and substltutlon exist (9), we
select the first such rule, we apply the substltutlon to
the rule, and add each of the formulas of the body of
the rule as a chdd of q 3 If we cannot find a rule whose
head can be ldentlfied with q (lo), then the process of
ldentlfymg q falls
If q 1s the rlghtmost abhng, and the ldentlficatlon
falled for all the slbhngs, then the rule that added these
slblmgs 1s no longer productive and we return to the
parent formula, restormg Its previous state (16) Before
dlscardmg this rule, we test whether q 1s the root (18)
If so, then we test the flag If It 1s unset (this rule was
never productive), an answer 1s generated (19, see below), if it is set, we unset it (for the next rule) In any
case, we delete the children of q (20), and attempt to
3Thls function should also rename the other vanables of the
rule (those III the body but not III the head) so that they do not
conflict with currently used vanables

ldentlfy q with the head of another rule (8) (The test
for termmatlon, 17, will be dlscussed shortly )
If the ldentlficatlon of q succeeded (either with a formula of a hypothesis or with the head of a rule), or If
the ldentlficatlon faled, but q 1s not the last nbhng, or
q IS the last slbhng, but some other slbhng was ldentlfied, then the entlre process IS repeated (after the current
state of q 1s saved) with next(q) (6-7)
If q was the last formula of the tree, then an answer
1s generated (12, see below) and the flag 1s set (mdlcatmg that the rule apphed at the root 1s productive)
To
generate addltlonal answers, the process 1s backtracked,
as follows We look for the most recent formula that was
ldenhfied (this may be the present formula), restore Its
state, undo the substltutlon function that was applied
(13-15), and contmue with attempts to ldentlfy It with
the next formula of the hypothesis Note that because of
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the traversal order, the bachtrachmg process vls~ts ch~ldren before their parent Therefore, before HC bacht rach
to a non-leaf, a formula that IdentICed IS always found,
and this ldentlficatlon was obviously with a formula of
the hypothesis
Eventually, the backtracking process reduces the tree
back to a single formula p, and exhausts the different
ldentlficatlons of p It terminates when it tries to backtrack beyond the parent of p (17)
Answers are generated m two situations First, whenever the ldentlficatlon process IS completed for the last
formula of the tree (12) The answer 1s then a rule with
the root formula for head and the conJunctlon of the leaf
formulas that have not been identified for body (if all leaf
formulas have been ldentlfied, the rule does not have a
body) Second, whenever a rule that was attempted at
the root proved unproductive (19) The answer 1s then a
rule with the root formula for head and the conJunctlon
of all the descendent formulas for body
Special care must be taken with formulas that involve
built-m predicates (compansons)
Let (Y and /3 denote
formulas of this kmd m the hypothesis and m the tree,
respectively Unlike other predicates, even when cr and
p involve the same predicate, the semantics of the vanables could be different, and ldentlficatlon may lead to
umntultlve answers Therefore, the algorithm should not
identify such formulas Before lssumg an answer, every
comparison formula of the body (p) 1s checked against
every comparison formula of the hypothesis (a) If the
correspondmg variables are identical and (Y +- p, then p
1s removed from the answer If the correspondmg varlables are identical and ~(cr A p), then this answer 1s dlscarded (if all answers have been discarded m this way,
the algorithm issues a special answer that indicates that
the hypothesis m the query contradicts the IDB)
For reasons of space, the formal proof of the termmatlon of Algorithm 1 and the soundness of its output IS
ormtted
Example
5. When 1s an honor student eligible for a
teaching asslstantshlp m a course currently taught by
Susan?
describecan-ta(X,
where
honor(X)

Algorithm

Y)
and teach(susan,

5

Computing
Knowledge
Answers in the General Case

Algorithm 1 assumed that the subject of the knowledge
query 1s not recursive (and does not depend on a recursive predicate)
First, we examme the various dlfficultles that are caused when this algorithm 1s applied
to predicates that are recursive (or depend on recursive
predicates) Then, we cite a rule transformation that restructures the recursive IDB rules This transformation
1s then combined with two additional restrlctlons to create a modified algorithm for general knowledge queries

5.1

The Difficulties

Example
6. When 1sa course X prior to another course
Y, given that databases 1s prior to Y?
descrlbeprzor(X,
Y)
przor(dutubuses,
where

Y)

Clearly, the subject of this query is recursive If Algorithm 1 were applied to this query, the followmg mfimte
answer would be generated
przor(X, Y) c (X = databases)
przor(X, Y) + prereq(X, databases)
przor(X, Y) c prereq(X, Z,) A prereq(Z1, databases)
A
przor(X, Y) + prereq(X, Z,) A
prereq(Z,-1, Z,,) A prereq(Z,

, databases)

Except for the first rule, the body of each rule expresses
a “chain” of prerequlsltes, beginning with X and ending
with databases Intmtlvely, the followmg finite answer
expresses the same situation
przor(X, Y) +- (X = databases)
przor(X, Y) c przor(X, clutubuses)

Y)

Example
7. When 1sa course )r prior to another course
Y, given that X 1s prior to databases?

1 issues this answer

cunAu(X, Y) c complete(X, Y, Z, 4 0)
cuLtu(X, Y) + complete(X, Y, Z, U) A (U > 3 3) A
tuught(susun, Y, 2, Iv)

describeprzor(X,
where
przor(X,

The student must have completed this course with a 4 0,
or he must have taken It from Susan with at least 3 3

Y)

databases)

Again, the subJect of this query 1s recursive If Algorithm 1 were applied to this query, the followmg infinite
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answer would be generated

1 A transformahon

przor(X, Y) + (Y = databases)
przor(X, Y) + prereq(X, X)
przor(X, Y) + prereq(X, Z,) A prereq(Z1, X)

rule, rT

J&-P(X1,
qx,,

P(G)

,x2) A
>XrnlZIl,

AJ

where
przor(X, Y) c prereq(X,

Zl) A

prereq(&-1,

&>

A
A prereq(Znj

1fz = 2j E
otherwise
X)

Except for the first rule, the body of each rule expresses
a “loop” of prereqmsltes, beginning with X and ending
with X These rules are not sound They were mtre
duced because the substltutlon function R did not obey
the typing requirement
For a final example, consider an EDB with predicates
r and s and this simple IDB
P(X, Y) + q(X, Z) A r(Z, Y)
q(X, Y) + q(X, Z> A s(Z> y>
q(X, y> + 4x9 y>
Example

8

descrlbep(X,
where

Y)

r(u, Y)

The subject of this query depends on a recursive predlcate If Algorithm 1 were applied to this query, it would
construct an mfimte denvatlon tree The children of the
root would be q and r, after which It will repeatedly add
to the left sibling q two new nodes q and s
Altogether, we observe three kinds of problems nontermmatlon that produces an infinite number of answers
(Example 6), non-termmatlon that “hangs” over a particular answer (Example 8), and erroneous (and infinite)
answers due to type conflicts (Example 7)

5.2

Thus, some of the variables m the head of rT (those
whose posltlons are not m a) remam identical to varlables m the body formulap
The remaining variables m
the head of rT correspond to the Z variables m the body
formula t The remammg variables m the body formula
p correspond to the X variables m the body formula t
2 For each w,, an 2n2t2alzzat2on rule for t, rI,

where the As are X variables that appear m the body
occurrence of p and m w,, the Bs are variables that appear only m w,, and the Cs are variables that appear m
the head occurrence of p and m w, The indexes of the
As and the Cs preserve the posltlons of the variables m
body and head occurrences of p, respectively Moreover,

3 A
Vl,

contznuataon rule, rc
,xn,Zl,

,zn)+--t(X1,
A t(Yl,

,Xm,Yl,

,%I)

,YmrZl,

,&la>

This transformation IS shown m [4] to preserve equlvalence (1 e , the rules C and C’ extend p m the same way)
As an example, the rules

The Transformation

To generate answers similar to the preferred answer
shown m Example 6, we rely on results obtained by
Imlehnskl [4] m hu research on mtenslonal answers (answers to data queries that include rules) Imlehnskl defines a rule transformation that serves our purpose here
This transformation IS defined below
Let p be a recursive predicate of arlty n, and let C =
rk} be the recursive rules with head p Let wt
{rl,
denote \he body of the rule r, without the occurrence
of the predicate p Let LY, denote the posltlons of the
variables of the predicate p (either m Its occurrence m
the head or m its occurrence m the body) that are shared
with wI Let Q = U r,Ex~I and assume CK= (21,
,%a)
Let t be a new predicate symbol, with art&y 2m (1 e ,
double the cardmahty of c~) The set of rules C IS replaced with a set of rules C’, defined as follows

a

przor(X, Y) + prereq(X, Y)
przor(X, Y) +prereq(X,
Z) A przor(Z,

Y)

would be transformed to
przor(X, Y) t prereq(X, Y)
przor(X, Y) t przor(Z, Y) A t(Z, X)
t prereq(X, Z)
ttz, X)
+ t(x, z) A t(z, Y)
tcx, Y)

5.3

The Solution

In Section 5 1 we illustrated three problems that occur when Algorithm 1 1s used for evaluating recursive
queries We begm by consldermg the problems demonstrated by Examples 6 and 8
Recall that at some point Algorithm 1 finds a rule r
that can be identified with the current formula q, and
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the tree 1s then extended with the formulas of the body
of r Later, when 1 ceases to be productIke (I e , none of
the body formulas can be ldcnkfied anymore), the algorithm reverses the effect of applying r Consider now the
situation when r IS recursive There are two troublesome
posslblhtles (1) Th e ab ove process of applying r and extending the tree may be repeated mfimtely (maybe mvolvmg some other recursive rules as well), without ever
finishing the current derlvatlon tree (Example 8) (2) After T 1s applied, the descendent formula whose predicate
1sthe same as q’s predicate 1s identified, and an answer 1s
generated Then, m the backtrackmg process, the same
rule P would be apphed to that descendent, eventually
generatmg a second answer This process could contmue
forever, generating an mfimte number of answers (Euamde 6)
Assume now that the transformation described m Section 5 2 1s applied to all the recursive predicates m the
IDB The structure of the recursive rules after the transformation 1s such that we can lzmzt the number of times
that they are applied without “losmg” any answers
Consider again the formula q The only recurqlve lule
that can be applied to It IS of the kind TT, and It adds two
descendent formulas one with the predicate of q and the
other with the artlficlal predicate t The only recursive
rule that can be apphed to the latter formula 1s 1c, and
it adds two descendent formulas, both with predicate t
The rules TT and rc can now be applied agam to leaf
formulas that have the appropriate predicate We argue
that by hmltmg the subtree of q to at most a smgle application of rT and at most two applications of 1c, the
answers that would be generated would be “sufficient”,
that is, any formulas that would be generated by further
apphcatlon of these rules would be redundant The maxm Figure 2
imal apphcatlon of recursive rules 1s shown
The formal proof for this claim 1s ormtted (a slmllar,
though not identical, claim 1s shown m [5])

rules of the IDB In other words, a substltutlon function
that IS applied to the entire tree, so that the current
tree formula would identify with a hypothesis formula,
must not create a sltuatlon where the formulas m the
tree exhlblt a type conflict m a recursive predicate
We shall now show how to modify Algorithm 1 to mcorporate these changes
Algorithm
2 Compute knowledge answers m the general case
Input
IDB with transformed rules ~1,
, In, a query
with a subject p and qualifier (hypothesis) $ = hl A A
hm
Output:
A set of rules p + cp that are logically derived
under the hypothesis $
Algorithm 1 1s modified to tug each formula of the
tree A formula 1s either untagged, or 1s tagged by the
number 0, 1, or 2 The tag 0 prohibits the apphcatlon
of a recursive rule to this formula, other tags (or the
absence of a tag) permit the apphcatlon of a recursive
rule

9e

Figure 3 Computing
case

Figure 2 Maximal

apphcatlon of recursive rules

While this correctlon solves the problems shown m Euamples 6 and 8, the problem shown m Example 7 still
persists To correct It we must assure that the formulas generated by the algorithm would all obey the same
typing requirement that was imposed on all the rccursrve

1

knowledge answers m the general

First, the substltutlon functions that identify the current formula with a formula of the hypothesis (box 4)
are now required to preserve the types of all the formulas of the tree A substltutlon function 1s disqualified, If
it will cause two formulas with same predicate to have
the same variable m different posltlons 4
The flowchart of Algorithm 2 1s similar to that of Algorithm 1, except that box 9 1s replaced by boxes 9a-9e
Figure 3 shows how these five boxes connect to the rest
of the flowchart m Figure 1
4 While ths condltlon 1s suflklent,
ther computation,
more substltutlon

It IS not necessary, wth furfunctions could be quahfied

When a rule 1s found (box 9a), we check whether It IS
recursive (1 e, of type TT or rc) If not, the algorithm
continues as usual (9d) If the rule 1s recursive, we check
the tag of q If the tag IS 0, then this rule may not be
applied, and another rule IS searched (8) Otherwise,
the rule 1s applied (9d) Followmg the apphcatlon of the
rule, we update the tags of q and its descendents (9e)
if the rule was of type T-T, we assign to the descendent
with the artificial predicate t the tag 2, and to the other
descendent the tag 0, if the rule was of type TC and q
has tag 2, we assign to one of its descendents the tag 1,
and to the other the tag 0, if the rule was of type 2-c and
q has the tag 1, we assign to both of its descendents the
tag 0, if the rule 1s not recursive, no tags are assigned
Again, the formal proof of the termmatlon and soundness of this algorithm IS omitted
When Algorithm 2 1s applied to Example 6, it generates this answer

predicate
To rules of this hind we do not apply the
transformation,
but control the number of times that
the recursive rule may be applied
This would allow
queries similar to the sixth example of the mtloductlon
(“When z 1s reachable from y, 1s it guaranteed that y 1s
also reachable from ~7”)

6

Database knowledge 1s usually applied m the evaluation of queries In this paper we argued that when this
knowledge IS of substantial volume and complexity, there
1s genuine need to query this repository of mformatlon
Moreover, since users of the database may not be able to
dlstmgulsh between mformatlon that 1s data and mformatlon that 1s knowledge, access to knowledge and data
should be provided with a single, coherent instrument
We formalized
a framework
of knowledge-loch
databases with a simple query language conslstlng of
a pan of retrieve
and describe
statements The retlieve statement 1sfor querying the data (it corresponds
to the basic retrieval statement of various knowledgerich database systems) The describe
statement 1s for
querying the knowledge Essentially, it mqulres about
the meaning of a concept under specified circumstances
We provided algorithms for evaluating sound and finite
hnowledge answers to describe
queries, and we demonstrate them with examples Much work remains to be
done, and we mention here several dlrectlons that we are
currently pursuing
First, issues of redundancy and completeness of hnolkledge answers require further mvestlgatlon To a large degree, the algorithms we described for constructmg knowledge answers avoid redundancies, by not constructing
certain derlvatlon trees Still, some redundancies may go
undetected, including redundancies that originate from
the IDB rules themselves (e g , when two rules have the
same head, but the body of one rule 1s a consequence
of the body of the other) Slmllarly, m some sltuatlons
the knowledge answers provided are complete no addltlonal sound and nonredundant formulas exist However,
m certain queries, some sound formulas are not generated In this connection we note that the evaluation of
the answer to descl Ibe p where q 1snot necessary ldentlcal to the answer to retlicve
p where $ Intuitively,
the ldentlficatlon process used for ehmmatmg formulas
that are subsumed In the hypothesis from the answer,
may sometimes also reduce the generality of the answer
Second, we assumed that the qualifier 1c,1s a positive
formula We are mterested m generalizing this formula
to allow disJunctions and negations

przor(X, Y) c (X = databases)
przor(X, Y) 4- t(X, databases)
This answer 1s identical to the mtultlve answer given
earlier, except that t wits called przor
This example demonstrates the importance of assignmg meaningful names to the artificial predicates mtroduced by the rule transformation of Section 5 2 (answers
with mechanically generated predicate names, such as t,
tend to have little significance) In reality, it may sometimes be difficult to find mtultlve names for these artlficlal predicates We observe that, under certain clrcumstances, a slightly modified rule transformation may be
used, that avoids a new predicate altogether (and therefore the need to assign a meaningful name) In the previous example, our modified transformation would generate these rules instead
przor(X, Y) c prereq(X, Y)
przor(X, Y) c przor(X, 2) A przor(Z, Y)
And the answer to the same query would then be
przor(X, Y) +- (X = databases)
przor(X, Y) 4- przor(X, databases)
While these answers
IS clearly preferable
We have assumed
with respect to their
may be relaxed with
ample, assume that
PVl 7
PV11

are equivalent,

the second answer

that all recursive rules are typed
This restrict ion
head predicate
rules of certam structure For ex1xn> -P(X*,
?xn)+---dK,

9

Conclusion

,x’*,)
,ym>

where q 1snot dependent on p, and Y s may be Xs Obvlously, the first rule IS not typed with respect to Its head
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Third,

we are interested m extensions to the present
statement to allow new hmds of queries We
sketch here four such extensions Recall, that the semantics of the describe
statement admitted answers whose
body ‘p and the hypothesis 4, are together sufficient to
derive the subJect p Consequently, hypothesis formulas that are entirely unnecessary for the derivation are
simply ignored For example, a query to describe the
honor students, and a query to describe the honor students that have taken the database course, are answered
ldentlcally At times, It may be beneficial to provide only
those answers where $ proved necessary For example,
the answer to the query
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(If It 1s empty then the two concepts are unrelated, if it
IS equal to one of the given concepts, then one concept
subsumes the other)
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